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Black Humour from
the Pannonia Valley

P

eople from the fertile Pannonia Valley are considered to be peaceful and
pleasant, even lenient in difficult situations. However, in the days of Yugoslavia’s disintegration in the nineties of the last century, huge inflation,
poverty and overwhelming physical and psychological suffering, some comic
artists from Pannonia were intensively looking for personal solutions for that difficult situation. Comic publishing practically didn’t exist, foreign publishers were
outside of reach and authors had to turn to camaraderie, making short stories to
be published in hand printed fanzines and trying to physically survive. It is not
surprising that in this critical situation, a generation of “underground” authors was
developed – different, autonomous and above all talented.
For example Wostok was distancing himself from reality through a fairytale-esque
stories, social parodies and anecdotes about the world’s famous comic heroes.
Zograf was mainly researching his own dreams which were his reaction to the
outside world, or keeping a diary of events. Milovic poetically treated stories from
literature, while Straka stayed in his metaphysical stories or satires.
Mladen Oljaca, in those days, was making stories with black humour, which
are collected in this book. Nobody was left spared, and the author himself was
exposed to inappropriate life situations. He is that ‘bad boy’, whose sharp pen
(and brush) fell on prophets, bureaucrats, ecologists, politicians and even on
ourselves, with our shortcomings, ability to wrongly fall in love, to be slaves to
television or words of the professional politicians, unable to escape from the ring
of conformism around us, which was stopping us from developing into thoughtful
human beings. However, ‘bad boys’ are also the characters in these stories –
Superman is a junkie, Red Riding Hood is a gang leader with the three little pigs,
Tarzan is old and mentally unhinged, the golden fish is not fulfilling wishes but is
poisonous, and the Untouchables in Chicago kill Father Christmas by mistake.

Superman has problems with drug effects

•I•

Oljaca’s drawing style is mature and clearly defined. The panels are framed
precisely and lucidly, the pages are mainly minutely drawn and the black areas dominates the white. The line which goes along the edges of people and
things is much thicker than other lines in the panels, like by Uderzo (Asterix) or
Bednjanec (Kids). The line is elegant like by Mastantuono (Donald Duck, Magic
Wind) and Cavazzano (Altai and Johnson), but at the same time it is much more
creased and sharp, like by Egon Schiele, an Austrian troubled painter at the
beginning of the 20th century.
These short stories by Oljaca are halfway between grotesque’s mainstream
works and alternative works. At first glance, these are stories which are humorous and very pleasantly drawn, but after reading them we will not only be
entertained. Deep satire and sarcasm which imperceptibly permeate through the
stories, as well as a total crackdown on physical and psychological characteristics of archetypes from history, comics, literature and contemporary men, brings
much more complex experience to the readers. In the final assessment, it can be
said that these black humoured stories are a serious and authentic achievement,
where a battle with trivial reality resolves with resignation and a little humorous
revenge. The author is battling and avenging, at least to some extent, with his
black humour, to everything which has eaten his youth and prevented him from
having full humanistic development.
Oljaca is a peaceful and pleasant person from the Pannonia Valley, but in these
comics prevails his black humour and antagonism towards default reality, which
is part of his inner being, and which has been created, or at least heavily stimulated, by the widespread tribulation when one country was being disintegrated.
London/Belgrade, August 2013
Živojin Tamburić
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Cups! They are
coming down
the chimney!

Look
for cover!
Dutch, turn
off the lights!

We've blasted
them enough!
Let's see
the result
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Shit! It's only
stupid Santa
Claus!

- 2 -

eh...
khm
...

But you
would do
everything
to find her,
right?

One question boy.
Do you have a woman
of your life?

Today
is your
lucky
day!

"Casanova in 50 Lessons"!
Success guaranteed!
Today I give discount
for cash buyers!

OK, I am ashamed, but I have
to make a living
somehow...

Lesson
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Flowers are always
successful! Advice for
ones with less money - walk
along parks and graveyards. Take care that
the flowers are fresh.

Chocolate
goes well
with flowers.

Take care
that it
is within
expiry
date to
avoid
killing
the loving
being.

Lesson

Lesson
Did you play
guitar as a boy?
It is time to
practise again.
Serenading
at the right
moment can
seal the
deal.

Lesson

The look is important - use fragrant
shower gels (don't
forget to wash
behind the
ears),
modern
hair
cut,
fashionable
suit.

huh?

Lesson
If you've
studied well,
she is now
ready
for you.
Go into
action.
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We will
keep our
fingers
crossed
for you!

hmm...

OK. OK.
Have you
got any
money?

Forget love,
you moron!
Have you got
any money?!

aha!

Lesson
We
hope
that after
50 lessons
you still
have some
money. You
will need
some,...
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...with six zeros
on the end. And
a number one...
...in front of
the zeros.
That will
be it. Good
luck, you
will need it.

The gig was
fantastic!

We really
played well.

Where have you been up to now,
you monkey? Do you know what
time is? Ten to seven. Just don’t
tell me that you have forgotten
that you have a job
interview
today?

SPARRING
You don’t even have time
to change to look
a little more like
a human being.
Let’s go.

No! You listen to me! I have begged
my bosses to give you
a chance! Mister wants
to be a musician,
an artist! You have
to come down
to earth!

Be careful how you behave!
It is enough that you look
as a bum and
junky!

Listen,
old man...
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You see how they
respect me. Use this
opportunity, son!

I will see you tomorrow, seven o’clock
sharp. Your father said that you were
intelligent and resourceful.
I would like you to dress...
less garish, as we are
a reputable company.
I wish you a good
start!

Director

FIRST ROUND
Young man, you are 12 minutes late on your first day!
Please don’t repeat this
and do something
with your
hair!

APPERCUT
SECOND ROUND
Young man, why
are you in the
corridor?

Yes, but all our men
should sit and eat together and not smoke in the
corridors. We expect
our employees to be
non-smokers.

It is
a breakfast break,
isn’t it?

HOOK

THIRD ROUND
Young man, may
I know about
the drawing
on your
arm?

I would
like you to
remove it.

Of course, that is
a tattoo,
sir.

Then,
while
you
are at
work,
please
keep your
jacket
on.

That is
not possible. It is on
for life.

DIRECT
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BREAK

Stop!

Enough! What’s happening
with you? You are destroying
these drums!

FORTH ROUND
Listen man, I understand
you, but you have to decide
in which world you live in.
I know that is hard,
but there is no
compromise.

Young
man, I think
that this
tie is
indecent.
Also,
you didn’t
shave.

KNOCKDOWN
eh!?!
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Maybe I can turn it to
the other side! Maybe
you will
like it
more
like
that!

